Abstract-This paper presents a new algorithm, called adaptive merging and growing algorithm (AMGA), for designing artificial neural networks (ANNs). The new algorithm merges and adds hidden neuron during training. The merging operation introduced here is a kind mixed mode operation that is equivalent to pruning two neurons and adding one neuron. Unlike most previous studies on designing ANNs, AMGA puts emphasis on adaptive functioning in designing ANNs. This is the main reason why AMGA merges and adds hidden neurons repeatedly (or alternatively) based on the learning ability of hidden neurons and training progress of ANNs, respectively. AMGA has been tested on five benchmark problems including the Australian credit card, cancer, diabetes, glass and thyroid problems. The experimental results show that AMGA can produce ANNs with good generalization ability compared to other algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
A RTIFICIAL neural networks (ANNs) have been used widely in many application areas. Most applications use feed-forward network architectures and the back-propagation (BP) training algorithm. It is well known that the performance of any ANN is greatly dependent on its architecture. It is therefore necessary to determine ANN architectures based on the characteristics of different problems.
There have been many attempts in designing ANNs automatically, such as various constructive, pruning, constructivepruning, and regularization algorithms [4] , [5] , [8] , [11] . Roughly speaking, a constructive algorithm starts with a minimal network architecture. It then adds hidden layers, neurons, and connections whenever necessary during training. A pruning algorithm does the opposite i.e., it deletes unnecessary hidden layers, neurons, and connections from an oversized network. A constructive-pruning algorithm is a sequential combination of constructive and pruning approaches. A regularization algorithm [4] , [13] adds a penalty term to the objective function to be minimized.
The main problem of all these algorithms is that they use a kind of predefined, fixed and greedy strategy in finding near optimal network architectures for different problems. The use of such a strategy may be suitable for some problems. However, this strategy may not be suitable for other problems as its search process may trap into architectural local optima, an inherent problem of greedy strategies. It has been shown for linear networks with n inputs and n outputs that, up to n local minima are possible; for multi layer ANNs, the situation is even worse [1] . This paper describes a new algorithm, i.e., adaptive merging and pruning algorithm (AMGA), for designing ANNs. This new algorithm prunes hidden neurons by merging and adds hidden neurons by splitting repeatedly or alternatively. The decision when to merge or add hidden neurons is completely dependent on the improvement of hidden neurons' learning ability or the training progress of ANNs, respectively. It is argued in this paper that such an adaptive strategy is better than a predefined, fixed and greedy strategy. AMGA's emphasis on using an adaptive strategy can avoid the architectural local optima problem in designing ANNs.
AMGA differs from previous work in designing ANNs on two aspects. First, it emphasizes on autonomous functioning of the design process by not guiding the process in a predefined, fixed and same way for all problems. This strategy is quite different from the one used in constructive (see the review paper [5] and recent work [7] ), pruning (see the review paper [11] and recent works [3] , [6] ), constructive-pruning (e.g. [8] and [12] ) and regularization algorithms (e.g. [4] , [13] ). Unlike AMGA, these algorithms guide the design process in a predefined, fixed and same way for all problems, although different problems may have different characteristics.
Second, AMGA attempts to avoid over-fitting by reducing retraining epochs and by encouraging compact architectures. It is well known that over-fitting has a detrimental effect on the generalization ability of ANNs. When a design algorithm prunes or adds any parameter to or from a trained ANN, it needs to retrain the ANN after each pruning and addition step. The ANN may therefore over-fit the training data due to spending many epochs for retraining during the entire architecture determination process. AMGA tries to reduce retraining epochs by pruning neurons using merging and adding neurons using splitting. To produce compact architectures, AMGA discourages correlation among hidden neurons in an ANN so that it can learn the whole training data better using a small number of hidden neurons. This kind of techniques is rarely used in existing architecture determination algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes AMGA in detail and gives motivations and ideas behind various design choices. Section III presents experimental results on AMGA and some discussions. Finally, Section V concludes with a summary of the paper and few remarks.
II. AMGA
In order to avoid architectural local optima problem, AMGA uses an adaptive search strategy to determine ANN architectures automatically. The proposed algorithm determines the number of hidden neurons for three layered feedforward ANNs. It uses a sigmoid transfer function for neurons in the hidden and output layers of ANNs.
The major steps of AMGA can be explained by the following steps.
Step 1) Create an initial ANN architecture with three layers. The number of neurons in the input and output layers is the same as the number of inputs and outputs of a given problem, respectively. The number of neurons, M , in the hidden layer is generated at random. Initialize all connection weights of the network randomly within a small range.
Step 2) Initialize the counter μ i = 0, i = 1, 2, · · · , M. It estimates the number of epochs for which a hidden neuron is trained so far. This estimation is used for measuring the significance of hidden neurons in the network.
Step 3) Partially train the network on the training set for a fixed number of training epochs using BP. The number of epochs, τ , is specified by the user.
Step 4) Increment the counter
Here N is the number of hidden neurons in the existing network architecture. Initially, the value of N and M is same.
Step 5) Compute the error of the network on the validation set.
If the termination criterion is satisfied, stop the training process. Otherwise, continue.
Step 6) Compute the significance of each hidden neuron η i , i = 1, 2, · · · , N, using the following equation.
where η i and σ i are the significance and standard deviation of the hidden neuron h i , respectively. In AMGA, the standard deviation is computed based on a hidden neuron's output for the examples in the training set.
Step 7) If the significance of one or more hidden neurons is less than predefined amount, select those neurons for merging and continue. Otherwise, go to the Step 11). The significance threshold, η th , is a parameter specified by the user. Step 8) Compute the correlation between the selected hidden neuron(s) and other hidden neurons in the network. Like standard deviation, the correlation is also computed based on the output of hidden neurons for the examples in the training set.
Step 9) Try to merge one or more selected hidden neurons, if their correlated counterparts are found. The maximum number of hidden neurons that can be merged is N/2 for an ANN consisted of N neurons because a pair of neurons is needed for merging. Our algorithm, AMGA, merges a selected hidden neuron with an unselected neuron in the network if the correlation between these neurons is greater than a predefined correlation threshold C th .
Step 10) Retrain the modified network, which is obtained after merging operation, until the previous error level has been reached. If it is able to reach the previous error level, update the epoch counter η using Eq.(2) and go the Step 5). Otherwise, restore the previous network and continue.
Here P is the number of hidden neurons in the existing network, and it is less than N because a merging operation prunes two neurons and adds one neuron. τ r is the number of epochs for which the modified network is retrained after merging neurons.
Step 11) Check the neuron addition criterion. If it is satisfied, continue. Otherwise, go to the Step 3) for further training. It is here assumed that since the merging criterion is not satisfied or the merging operation is found unsuccessful and the neuron addition criterion is not satisfied, the performance of the network can be only improved by training.
Step 12) Add one neuron to the hidden layer by splitting an existing neuron. The splitting produces two neurons from one neuron. Set the counter of two new neurons as μ i /2. Here μ i is the counter of the neuron that is used for splitting. Go to the Step 3) for training the modified architecture. It is now clear that AMGA does not guide the architecture determination process in a predefined and fixed way. Although the strategy used in AMGA seems to be a bit complex, its essence is the use of an adaptive search strategy with three components: neuron merging, neuron addition and termination criterion based on validation error. Details about each component are given in the following sections.
A. Neuron Merging
The margining operation used in AMGA consists of two steps. In the first step, the significance of each hidden neuron in an ANN is computed using Eq.(1). In the second step, AMGA computes the correlation between low and high significant hidden neurons in the network. If the correlation between a low significant neuron h a and a high significant neuron h b is greater than the correlation threshold C th , AMGA merges these two neurons and produces a new neuron h c . The weights of h c are assigned as
where m and n are the number of neurons in the input and output layers, respectively. w ai and w bi are the i-th input connection weights of h a and h b , respectively, while w ja and w jb are their j-th output connection weights, respectively. w ci and w jc are the i-th input and j-th output connection weights of h c , respectively. Since the connection weights of h c are obtained by combining those of h a and h b , it can be easily proven that the effect h c to the ANN is almost same as the combined effect of h a and h b .
B. Neuron Addition
Unlike most constructive algorithms, AMGA adds hidden neurons by splitting existing hidden neurons in the network. The process of a neuron splitting is called "cell division" [9] . Two neurons created by splitting an existing neuron have contained the same number of connections as the parent neuron. The weights of the new neurons are calculated according to Odri et al. [9] :
where w represents the weight vector of the existing neuron, and w 1 and w 2 are the weight vectors of the new neurons. α is a mutation parameter whose value may be either fixed or random. AMGA adds one neuron to the hidden layer of the ANN when its training error has stopped decreasing by a threshold, 1 , after a certain number of training epochs τ . This criterion can be described by the following equation.
Here E t (k) and E t (k + τ ) are the training error at epochs k and k + τ , respectively. This simple addition criterion is used widely in many constructive algorithms. AMGA tests the addition criterion after every τ epochs if the merging criterion is not satisfied or the execution of merging operation is found unsuccessful.
C. Termination Criterion
The training error of an ANN reduces as its training process progresses. However, at some point, usually in the later stages of training, the ANN may start to take advantage of idiosyncrasies in the training data. One common approach to avoid such an over-fitting is to estimate the validation error during training and stop the training process when the validation error begins to increase.
AMGA uses a very simple criterion that terminates the training process of an ANN when its validation error increases by a certain amount with respect to a minimum validation error. The criterion can be described as
Here E mv (τ ) is the minimum validation error up to training epochs τ and E v (τ ) is the validation error at epoch τ . 2 is a threshold parameter specified by the user. The termination criterion is tested after every τ epochs or when the merging operation is found successful. AMGA terminates the training process of an ANN when its validation error has increased by an amount 2 from its minimum value.
III. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
We evaluate the performance of AMGA on five benchmark problems: the Australian credit card, cancer, diabetes, glass and thyroid problems. These problems have been the subject of many studies in ANNs and machine learning. The characteristics of the problems are summarized in Table I , which show a considerable diversity in the number of examples, attributes and classes. The detailed description of these problems can be found in [10] and UCI Machine Learning Repository.
A. Experimental Methodology
The datasets of different problems were partitioned into three sets: a training set, a validation set and a testing set. The number of examples in these sets is shown in Table I . For all problems, the first M examples were used for the training set, the following N examples for the validation set, and the final P examples for the testing set.
One bias neuron with a fixed input +1 is connected to hidden and output layers. The logistic sigmoid function is used for neurons in hidden and output layers. The learning rate and momentum term for BP were chosen in the range of 0.10 to 0.20 and 0.5 to 0.9, respectively. The weights of ANNs were initialized randomly between -0.5 and +0.5. The number of training epochs for partial training, i.e., τ , was chosen between 15 and 25. The threshold values 1 , 2 , and C th were chosen in the range of 0.05 to 0.15, 1E-04 to 1E-06, and 0.6 to 0.8, respectively. These values were not meant to be optimal and were not carefully tuned. Table II shows the average results of AMGA on five classification problems over 30 independent runs. The error rate refers to the percentage of wrong classifications achieved by produced ANNs on the testing set. The number of epochs refers to the total number of training cycles required for producing a final ANN from an initial ANN. Fig.1 shows, as the number of training epochs increases, the training error and hidden neurons for the glass and thyroid problems. The graphs presented in this figure is plotted from the results of a single run.
B. Results
It is evident that AMGA was able to produce ANNs with a good generalization ability i.e., a low testing errors rate. For example, for the card problem, the average testing error rate of ANNs produced by AMGA was 0.129. It was only 0.015 for the easiest problem cancer. A moderate error rate was achieved for the diabetes and glass problems, which were recognized as the difficult problems in machine learning and ANNs [10] .
The ability of AMGA for solving various problems using a different number of epochs and hidden neurons is clearly visible from Table II. The proposed AMGA spent a highest number of epochs to produce ANNs for the thyroid problem (Table II) , which is the largest problem among all problems we tested (Table I) . It is interesting that AMGA spent a similar number of epochs for the very small problem glass. The numbers of training examples and classes for the thyroid problem were 7200 and 2, respectively, while they were 107 Data set  Number of  input  output  training  validation  testing  attributes  classes  examples  examples  examples  Cancer  9  2  350  175  174  Card  14  2  345  173  172  Diabetes  8  2  384  192  192  Glass  9  6  107  54  53  Thyroid  21  3  3600  1800  1800 and 6 for the glass problem (Table I ). The ANNs produced by AMGA for the thyroid and glass problems had on average 3.1 and 5.86 hidden neurons, respectively. The difficulty of the glass problem lies with its small training set compared to the number of output classes. It is natural to require more hidden neurons for partitioning more classes. In general, it is seen that AMGA used small sized ANNs but spend more epochs to process large amount of information. The algorithm, however, tried to cope the complexity of problems by not only spending more epochs but also by increasing hidden neurons.
C. Effect of the Merging and Addition Strategy
The previous section gives an idea about the performance of AMGA on different classification problems. The effect of pruning neurons by merging and adding neurons by splitting is not clear. To understand the effect of these two operation, we performed a set of new experiment were AMGA used pruning instead of merging and added neurons randomly instead of splitting. However, the same criteria, as described by Eqs. (1) and (7), were used for pruning and adding neurons. Furthermore, the same experimental parameters were also used to make a fair comparison. Table III shows the average results of our new experiments over 30 independent runs. The positive effect of pruning neurons by merging and adding neurons by splitting can be clearly understood when the results of Table III are compared  with those of Table II . It is here worth mentioning that the CPU time required by AMGA with merging and splitting is also less than that required by AMGA without merging and splitting.
The low testing error rate achieved by AMGA with merging and splitting may be its requirement for solving problems using a less number of hidden neurons and epochs. These two parameters have widely been recognized as important conditions for obtaining a good generalization. The merging operation increases the capability of hidden neurons and encourages de-correlation among neurons. It is natural to require less computational resources, i.e., less hidden neurons and epochs, to learn less redundant information. Since the splitting operation facilitates to add hidden neurons with some information, it is also beneficial for reducing training epochs. t-test was conducted to understand the significance of performance difference. It is found that the error rate, number of hidden neurons and epochs obtained by AMGA is significantly better than those obtained by AMGA without merging and splitting at 95% confidence interval.
IV. COMPARISON
There are many algorithms for designing ANNs that one could compare against. However, direct comparison with other algorithms using statistical tests is impractical at present because different algorithms use different pruning or addition criteria, termination criteria, and experimental methodologies. It is impossible to compare them fairly unless one reimplements all the algorithms under the same experimental conditions.
Although the results presented in Table II -III and Fig. 1 show the effectiveness of merging and splitting operations used in AMGA, the adaptive strategy used for such operations is not clear. We, therefore, implemented constructive, pruning and constructive-pruning algorithms described in Section I under the same experimental conditions as described in Section III-A. The same neuron addition criterion as used in AMGA, was employed in constructive and constructive-pruning algorithms. Since pruning and constructive-pruning algorithms do not use merging operation, we used pruning for these algorithms instead of merging. However, the same significance criterion as used in AMGA for merging, was employed for pruning. The only exception is that the denominator, i.e., τ , of Eq.1 was not used for pruning. This is because all hidden neurons in pruning and constructive-pruning algorithms are trained for the same number of epochs. The initial network architectures for pruning algorithms were chosen two times of the final architectures presented in the Table II.  Table IV presents the average results achieved by constructive, pruning, and constructive-pruning algorithms over 30 independent runs. The following observation can be made when the results presented in Table IV are compared with  those presented in Table II. AMGA was able to achieve the smallest average testing error rate compared to its counterparts constructive, pruning and constructive-pruning algorithms. Constructive and pruning algorithms were found better than AMGA with respect to the training epochs of cancer and diabetes problems, respectively. It is seen from Fig.1 that AMGA did not follow the straight forward strategy like the constructive or pruning algorithm rather it explored the nearby search points before moving toward a particular direction. This may be the main reason for taking a little bit more training epochs by AMGA. This exploration however assisted AMGA to produce ANNs with a small number of hidden neurons for all the problems. t-test was conducted between AMGA and the best algorithm selected from constructive, pruning and constructive-pruning algorithms for a particular problem. It is here note that the best algorithm is selected based on the testing error rate. In terms of testing error rate and number of hidden neurons, AMGA was found significantly better than the best algorithm at 95% confidence level, with exception for the cancer problem. Neither AMGA nor the best algorithm was found superior with respect to the testing error rate of the cancer problem.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A new algorithm, AMGA, is proposed for designing ANNs based on the characteristics of different problems. The effectiveness of AMGA is evaluated on several benchmark classification problems. The experimental results obtained by AMGA are better than those obtained by conventional constructive, pruning, and constructive-pruning algorithms in terms of network size and generalization ability. In its current implementation, AMGA have a few user-specified parameters although this is not unusual for ANN design algorithms. No attempts were made in AMGA's experiments to optimize user-specified parameters. One of the future improvements to AMGA would be to make these parameters adaptive.
